Paint Like Van Gogh - with Paul Oakley
We are visiting the Yellow House in Arles, which Vincent Van Gogh shared with fellow artist
Paul Gauguin for a few tempestuous weeks in 1888. Van Gogh created some of his most well
known work at the Yellow House, including his sunflower series which he painted to decorate
Gauguin’s bedroom.
Van Gogh’s Chair shows a simple straw chair on a tiled floor and has a pipe and a pouch of
tobacco on the seat. In the background you can see a box of
onions.
The painting has a simple palette of blue and yellow, which
are complementary colours (meaning they work well
together). Note the blue lines around the chair, which are
similar to those we saw in the work by Cezanne.
This week the plan is to paint a chair or another small piece
of furniture and include two or three items which say
something about you. This could be your pipe, but maybe
more likely something from a hobby or a family treasure. A
vegetable or two in the background would be true to the
original.

Below- (Left) an Arts Together member’s chair
(Right) Arts Together member painted a hole kitchen!

ACTIVITY:
Draw the composition with a pencil. Make sure it fills the paper. Paint in the basic background
colour in thick brushstrokes so you can see the brush marks.

Paint the chair in a thin brown (no white) and let it dry. Start to paint different yellows over
the top (mixed with white to make them thick and creamy).

Paint the tiles by adding the lines between them and some colour on top of your original
brown (they can be wonky!) . Then paint in the rush chair using brush strokes to show the
direction of the weaving.

Paint some blue lines around the edge of the chair to give it that distinctive Van Gogh look,
then paint in the pipe and tobacco and add your onions!

